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Abstract—The prediction of energetically favorable side-
chain conformations is a fundamental element in homology
modeling of proteins and the design of novel protein se-
quences. The space of side-chain conformations can be ap-
proximated by a discrete space of probabilistically repre-
sentative side-chain conformations (called rotamers). The
problem is, then, to find a rotamer selection for each amino
acid that minimizes a potential energy function. This is
called the Global Minimum Energy Conformation (GMEC)
problem. This problem is an NP -hard optimization prob-
lem. The Dead-End Elimination theorem together with the
A∗ algorithm (DEE/A∗) has been successfully applied to
this problem. However, DEE fails to converge for some
complex instances.
In this paper, we explore two alternatives to DEE/A∗
in solving the GMEC problem. We use a probabilistic in-
ference method, the max-product (MP) belief-propagation
algorithm, to estimate (often exactly) the GMEC. We also
investigate integer programming formulations to obtain the
exact solution. There are known ILP formulations that can
be directly applied to the GMEC problem. We review these
formulations and compare their effectiveness using CPLEX
optimizers. We also present preliminary work towards ap-
plying the branch-and-price approach to the GMEC prob-
lem.
The preliminary results suggest that the max-product al-
gorithm is very effective for the GMEC problem. Though
the max-product algorithm is an approximate method, its
speed and accuracy are comparable to those of DEE/A∗ in
large side-chain placement problems and may be superior
in sequence design.
Index Terms—protein side-chain placement, protein de-
sign, belief propagation, integer programming, computa-
tional biology
I. Introduction
THE biological function of a protein is determined byits three-dimensional structure. However, the widely
used experimental techniques for determining the struc-
tures of proteins, X-ray crystallography and NMR spec-
troscopy, are currently expensive and time-consuming. Al-
ternative computational approaches for protein structure
prediction, such as homology modeling [1], and for the de-
sign of novel protein sequences [2] are often based on the
prediction of energetically favorable side-chain conforma-
tions given a known and fixed protein backbone.
In these approaches the space of side-chain conformations
is often approximated by a discrete space of probabilis-
tically representative side-chain conformations (called ro-
tamers) [3]. With the rotamer model, the total energy
function of a protein is described in terms of:
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1. the self-energy of a backbone template (denoted as
ebackbone)
2. the interaction energy between the backbone and
residue i in its rotamer conformation r in the absence
of other free side-chains (denoted as eir )
3. the interaction energy between residue i in the ro-
tamer conformation r and residue j in the rotamer
conformation s, i 6= j (denoted as eirjs)
The total energy of a protein in a specific conformation C
can be written as
EC = ebackbone +
∑
i
eir +
∑
i
∑
j>i
eirjs . (1)
Then, to determine the most energetically favorable
side-chain conformation, we find a rotamer selection for
modeled residues that minimizes the energy function EC ,
which is often called global minimum energy conformation
(GMEC). In this work, we call the problem of finding
the energetically optimal rotamer selection, the GMEC
problem1.
One can readily show that the GMEC problem is a
strongly NP -hard optimization problem (by reduction
from 3SAT ). Despite the theoretical hardness, one finds
that many instances of the GMEC problem are easily
solved by exact methods such as Dead-End Elimination
(DEE) combined with A∗ (DEE/A∗) [4] [5]. However,
DEE’s elimination criteria are not always powerful enough
to reduce a problem’s complexity significantly. Though
there have been many modifications and improvements
over the original elimination conditions [6] [7] [8], there
is still room for alternative approaches, especially in
applications to sequence design.
In this paper, we explore two additional approaches to
solving the GMEC problem. We first use a probabilistic in-
ference method, the max-product (MP) belief-propagation
algorithm [9], to infer the GMEC using the energy terms
translated into “potentials” on a graphical model [10].
We also explore integer programming formulations to
obtain exact solutions. There are known ILP formulations
that can be directly applied to the GMEC problem. We
review these formulations and compare their effectiveness
using CPLEX optimizers. We also present results from
preliminary attempts to apply the branch-and-price
approach [11] to the GMEC problem. We review the
1 In this paper, we limit our attention to computational aspects of
the GMEC problem, therefore, issues such as protein energy models
and characteristics of alternative rotamer libraries are outside our
scope.
algorithm and suggest possible decomposition schemes.
The preliminary results suggest that the max-product
(MP) algorithm is the most effective among the methods
we explored. Though the max-product algorithm is
an approximate method, its speed and accuracy are
comparable to those of DEE/A∗ in large side-chain place-
ment problems, and overall superior for sequence design
problems. The ILP approach, while not competitive on
larger problems, does solve medium size problems exactly.
II. Related work
Voigt et al. [12] examined the performance of DEE with
other well-known methods such as Monte Carlo, genetic
algorithms, and self-consistent mean-field and concluded
that DEE is the most feasible method. Below we briefly
review related work on the two approaches we explore in
detail in this paper.
A. Probabilistic methods
Early work using the self-consistent mean field theory
was done by Koehl and Delarue [13]. The method calcu-
lates the mean field energy as the sum of interaction energy
weighted by the conformational probabilities. The confor-
mational probabilities are related to the mean field energy
by the Boltzmann law. Iterative updates of the probabil-
ities and the mean field energy are performed until they
converge. At convergence, the rotamer with the highest
probability from each residue is selected as the conforma-
tion. The method is not exact, but has linear time com-
plexity.
Yanover and Weiss [14] applied belief propagation, gen-
eralized belief propagation [15], and the mean field method
to finding minimum energy side-chain configuration and
compared the results with those from SCWRL [16], a
protein-folding program. Their energy function is approx-
imate in that only local interactions between neighboring
residues are considered, which results in sparse graphical
models. The energies found by each method are compared
with those from one another, rather than with optimal val-
ues from exact methods.
B. Integer linear programming (ILP)
The polyhedral approach is a popular technique for solv-
ing hard combinatorial optimization problems. The main
idea behind the technique is to iteratively strengthen the
LP formulation by adding violated valid inequalities.
Althaus et al. [17] presented an ILP approach for side-
chain demangling in rotamer representation of the side
chain conformation. Using an ILP formulation, they iden-
tified classes of facet-defining inequalities and devised a
separation algorithm for a subclass of inequalities. On av-
erage, the branch-and-cut algorithm was about five times
slower than their heuristic approach.
Eriksson et al. [18] also formulated the side chain place-
ment problem as an ILP problem. However, in their com-
putational experiments, they found that the LP relaxation
of every test instance has an integral solution and, there-
fore, the integer programming (IP) techniques were not
necessary. They conjecture that the GMEC problem might
always have integral solutions in LP relaxation, which we
have found not to be true in practice.
III. Methods
In this section, we present the details of the two methods
that we have explored for protein side-chain placement:
the max-product algorithm (MP) for probabilistic infer-
ence and several formulations of integer linear program-
ming (ILP).
A. Probabilistic inference
A wide variety of problems, ranging from error-
correcting codes, speech recognition and image under-
standing, can be phrased as probabilistic inference prob-
lems [15]. These problems involve a set of random variables
that can take on some set of values and a probability distri-
bution over variable assignments, specified via prior proba-
bilities on the individual variable assignments and compat-
ibility functions governing the probability of assignments
to, for example, pairs of variables. This type of problem
can be represented as a graphical model in which the nodes
represent variables and the links represent pairwise com-
patibility functions. One important inference problem in
this context is that of finding the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) assignment of a set of unobserved variables given
the values of some observed variables. The max-product
(MP) algorithm has proven to be extremely effective for
this type of problem [9].
We use probabilistic inference methods to infer the
GMEC using variables, representing residues, whose values
range over rotamers. The energy terms are used to define
the prior probabilities of each rotamer value and the com-
patibility functions for pairwise assignments of rotamers to
residues. Probabilistic inference methods are generally ap-
proximate methods, when the graphical model has loops,
but empirically their computation time is short and the
solutions found are usually very close to optimal.
A.1 Energy minimization as probabilistic inference
The significant link that connects energy minimization
and probabilistic inference is the Boltzmann law, which
relates the probability of a state to its potential energy.
As we indicated above, probabilistic inference generally re-
quires defining the prior probabilities for variable assign-
ments (possibly based on any observed evidence), denoted
φi(xi), and the compatibility between pairs of variable as-
signments, denoted ψij(xi, xj). In attacking the GMEC,
these were calculated by the following relation:
ψij(xi = r, xj = s) = e−(eirjs−emin). (2)
φi(xi = r) = e−(eir−emin), (3)
where emin is defined by emin =
min{mini,r eir ,mini<j,r,s eirjs}. In fact, although these
values are all between 0 and 1, they are not actually
probabilities; they do not sum to 1. Although it is
straightforward to normalize the φi values, it is not as
easy for the compatibilities. In fact, the MP algorithm
does not require probabilities for the compatibilities,
it simply requires “potentials” that are high for likely
pairwise assignments [10].
The joint probability distribution for a given set of
variables can be written as
p(x) =
1
Z
∏
i∈V
φi(xi)
∏
i,j∈E
ψ(xi, xj)
 (4)
where V is the set of variables, E is the set of pairs of
variables constrained by a compatibility function and Z
is a complicated normalization constant. Note that the
log of this probability is (except for constant factors) the
negative of the protein energy and so maximizing the log
of the probability (which is equivaluent to maximizing the
joint probability) is the same as minimizing the protein
energy. This is the basis of the connection between energy
minimization and probabilistic inference.
A.2 The max-product algorithm
The max-product (MP) algorithm is one of a family of
iterative algorithms that operate by propagating a series
of “messages” in the graphical model. Node s sends to
its neighbor node i the message msi(xi) which can be in-
terpreted as how likely node s sees node i is in state xi.
Then, as shown in [10], the belief at node i is given by the
product of φi(xi) associated with variable xi and all the
messages coming into it:
P (xi) = kφi(xi)
∏
s∈N ′(i)
msi(xi), (5)
where k is a normalization constant and N ′(i) denotes the
neighboring nodes of i except the singleton factor node
associated with xi.
Suppose X is the set of all possible configurations of
the random variable {x}. Then, the MAP (maximum a
posteriori) assignment is given by
xMAP = arg max{x}∈X
P ({x}). (6)
Finding the MAP assignment is generally NP -hard. How-
ever, if the graphical model is singly connected, the max-
product algorithm can efficiently solve the problem.
In the max-product algorithm the messages are updated
as follows:
msi(xi)← max
xj
φj(xj)ψij(xi, xj)
∏
t∈N ′(j)\s
mtj(xj). (7)
The belief update is given by (5). When the belief update
converges, the belief for any node i satisfies
bi(xi) = k max{x}∈X
P ({x}|xi), (8)
and the MAP assignment can be found by
(xMAP )i = argmax
xi
bi(xi). (9)
The overall operation of the algorithm is that of a sim-
ple loop that updates the messages until the change in the
sum of the log probabilities of the variables is sufficiently
small, indicating convergence. The MP algorithm may fail
to converge for some inputs; in that case, the propagation
is terminated after some maximum number of iterations.
The conditions for convergence of the MP algorithm re-
main somewhat obscure as are the general conditions un-
der which it finds the optimal answer. The max-product
algorithm does not guarantee finding the MAP assignment
in graphs with loops, such as the one for our GMEC prob-
lem which is a densely connected graph. Freeman and
Weiss [9] have shown that the assignment from the fixed
points of the MP algorithm is a neighborhood maximum
of the posterior probability.
B. Integer linear programming
The GMEC problem can be solved using integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) techniques. We first present an
ILP formulation by Erkisson et al., and two similar formu-
lations adopted from related combinatorial optimization
problems. Based on these classical ILP formulations, we
review the branch-and-price algorithm and consider three
different decomposition schemes for column generation.
B.1 Formulation by Eriksson, Zhou, and Elofsson
In the ILP formulation of the GMEC problem by Eriks-
son et al. [18], the self-energy of each rotamer is evenly
distributed to every interaction energy involving the ro-
tamer. A residue’s chosen rotamer interacts with every
other residue’s chosen rotamer. Therefore, the self-energies
can be completely incorporated into the interaction ener-
gies without affecting the total energy by modifying the
interaction energies as follows:
e′irjs = eirjs +
eir + ejs
n− 1 , (10)
where n is the number of residues in the protein. Then,
the total energy of a given conformation C can be written
as
EC =
∑
i
∑
j>i
e′irjs . (11)
Since the total energy now only depends on the interac-
tion energy, EC can be expressed as a set of value assign-
ments on binary variables that decide whether an interac-
tion between two residues in a certain conformation exists
or not. We let xirjs be a binary variable, where its value is
1 if residue i is in the rotamer conformation r, and residue
j is in the rotamer conformation s, and 0 otherwise. We
also let Ri denote the set of all possible rotamers of residue
i. Then, the GMEC problem is
min
∑
i
∑
r∈Ri
∑
j>i
∑
s∈Rj
e′irjsxirjs (12)
∑
r∈Ri
∑
s∈Rj
xirjs = 1 for all i and j, i < j, (13)
∑
q∈Rh
xhqir =
∑
p∈Rg
xgpir =
∑
s∈Rj
xirjs =
∑
t∈Rk
xirkt (14)
for all g,h, i, j,k such that g,h < i < j,k and for all r ∈Ri,
xirjs ∈ {0, 1}. (15)
The constraints guarantee that exactly one interaction be-
tween any pair of residues exists and only one rotamer is
chosen for a residue. We denote (12) – (15) by F1.
Eriksson et al. devised this formulation to be used within
the framework of integer programming algorithms, but
they found that the LP relaxation of this formulation al-
ways gave an integral solution and hypothesized that every
instance of the GMEC problem can be solved by linear pro-
gramming. However, in our experiments, we found some
instances have fractional solutions to the LP relaxation of
F1. However, except two cases, all solved LP relaxations
of F1 had integral solutions.
B.2 The second formulation
The second formulation is a minor modification of the
formulation for the maximum edge-weighted clique prob-
lem (MEWCP) by Hunting et al. [19]. The goal of the
MEWCP is to find a clique with the maximum sum of
edge weights.
If we take each rotamer r for residue i as a node ir, and
the interaction between two rotamers r and s for residues i
and j, respectively, as an edge (ir, js), the GMEC problem
reduces to finding the minimum edge-weighted maximum
clique of the graph.
We introduce binary variables xir for node ir for all i
and r ∈ Ri. We also adopt binary variables yirjs for each
edge (ir, js) for all i and j, and for all r ∈ Ri and s ∈ Rj .
Variable xir takes value 1 if node ir is included in the se-
lected clique, and 0 otherwise. Variable yirjs takes value 1
if edge (ir, js) is in the clique, and 0 otherwise. We define
V and E as follows:
V = {ir| ∀ r ∈ Ri,∀ i}, (16)
E = {(ir, js)| ∀ ir, js ∈ V, i 6= j}. (17)
Then, the adapted ILP formulation of the MEWCP is
given by
min
∑
ir∈V
eirxir +
∑
(ir,js)∈E
eirjsyirjs (18)
yirjs − xir ≤ 0, ∀(ir, js) ∈ E, (19)
yirjs − xjs ≤ 0, ∀(ir, js) ∈ E, (20)
xir + xjs − 2yirjs ≤ 0, ∀(ir, js) ∈ E, (21)
xir ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ir ∈ V, (22)
yirjs ≥ 0, ∀(ir, js) ∈ E. (23)
To complete the formulation of the GMEC problem, we
add the following set of constraints, which implies that
exactly one rotamer should be chosen for each residue:∑
r∈Ri
xir = 1. (24)
We denote (18) – (24) by F2. When the CPLEX MIP
solver was used to solve a given GMEC instance in both
F1 and F2, F1 was faster than F2. This is mainly be-
cause F2 heavily depends on the integrality of variables
xir . On the other hand, F2 has an advantage when used
in the branch-and-cut framework since polyhedral results
and Lagrangean relaxation techniques are available for the
MEWCP that can be readily applied to F2. [19] [20]
B.3 The third formulation
Koster et al. [21] presented another formulation that
incorporates characteristics of two previous formulations.
Koster et al. studied solution to the frequency assignment
problem (FAP) via tree-decomposition. There are many
variants of the FAP, and, interestingly, the minimum inter-
ference frequency assignment problem (MI-FAP) studied
by Koster et al. has exactly the same problem formulation
as the GMEC problem, except that the node weights and
edge weights of the MI-FAP are positive integers.
The formulation suggested by Koster et al. uses node
variables and combines the two styles of constraints from
the previous formulations. If we transform the problem
setting of the FAP into that of the GMEC problem, we
obtain the following ILP formulation for the GMEC prob-
lem:
min
∑
ir∈V
eirxir +
∑
(ir,js)∈E
eirjsyirjs (25)
∑
r∈Ri
xir = 1, (26)
∑
s∈Rj
yirjs = xir , ∀j 6= i, ∀s ∈ Rj , ∀i, ∀r ∈ Ri, (27)
xir ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ir ∈ V, (28)
yirjs ≥ 0, ∀(ir, js) ∈ E. (29)
We denote (25) – (29) by F3. In F3, (26) restricts the num-
ber of selected rotamers for each residue to one as it does
in F2. On the other hand, (27) enforces that the selection
of interactions should be consistent with the selection of
rotamers. Koster et al. studied the polytope represented
by the formulation, and developed facet defining inequali-
ties [22] [23] [24].
B.4 Branch-and-price
The branch-and-price (also known as column generation
IP) is a branch-and-bound algorithm that performs the
bounding operation using LP relaxation [11]. Particularly,
the LP relaxation at each node of the branch-and-bound
tree is solved using the delayed column generation tech-
nique. It is usually based on an IP formulation that intro-
duces a huge number of variables but has a tighter convex
hull in LP relaxation than a simpler formulation with fewer
variables. The key idea of the method is splitting the given
integer programming problem into the master problem and
the subproblem by Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and then
exploiting the problem specific structure to solve the sub-
problem.
We first review the notion of branch-and-price given by
Barnhart et al. [11]. The previous classical ILP formula-
tions can be all captured in the following general form of
ILP:
min c′x (30)
Ax ≤ b, (31)
x ∈ S, x ∈ {0, 1}n, (32)
where c ∈ <n is a constant vector, and A is an m×n real-
valued matrix. The basic idea of the Dantzig-Wolfe decom-
position involves splitting the constraints into two separate
sets of constraints – (31) and (32), and representing the set
S∗ = {x ∈ S | x ∈ {0, 1}n} (33)
by its extreme points. S∗ is represented by a finite set of
vectors. In particular, if S is bounded, S∗ is a finite set
of points such that S∗ = {y1, . . . , yp}, where yi ∈ <n, i =
1, . . . ,p.
Now, if we are given S∗ = {y1, . . . ,yp}, any point y ∈ S∗
can be represented as
y =
∑
1≤k≤p
ykλk, (34)
subject to the convexity constraint∑
1≤k≤p
λk = 1, (35)
λk ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, . . . , p. (36)
Let ck = c′yk, and ak =Ayk. Then, we obtain the general
form of branch-and-price formulation for the ILP given by
(30) – (32) as follows:
min
∑
1≤k≤p
ckλk (37)
∑
1≤k≤p
akλk ≤ b, (38)
∑
1≤k≤p
λk = 1, (39)
λk ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, . . . , p. (40)
The fundamental difference between the classical ILP
formulation (30) – (32) and the branch-and-price formu-
lation (37) – (40) is that S∗ is replaced by a finite set
of points. Moreover, any fractional solutions to the LP
relaxation of (30) – (32) is a feasible solution of the LP
relaxation of (37) – (40) if and only if the solution can be
represented by a convex combination of extreme points of
Fig. 1. Problem setting
Fig. 2. A feasible solution to the GMEC problem
conv(S∗). Therefore, it is easily inferred that the LP re-
laxation of (37) – (40) is at least as tight as that of (30) –
(32) and more effective in branch-and-bound.
Now we recognize that success of the branch-and-price
algorithm will, to a great extent, depend on the choice of
base formulation we use for (30) – (32) and how we decom-
pose it. In this work, we use F1 as the base ILP formula-
tion for it usually has the smallest number of variables and
constraints among F1, F2, and F3, and also has good lower
bounds. Designing the decomposition scheme is equivalent
to defining S∗. Naturally, the constraints corresponding to
(31) will be the complement constraints of S∗ in the (13)
– (15). We consider three different definitions of S∗ below.
Figure 1 is a graphical illustration of the problem set-
ting, and Figure 2 shows the feasible solution when all
constraints are used. In fact, any maximum clique of the
graph is a feasible solution. In this decomposition scheme,
we consider only the constraint that one interaction is cho-
sen between every pair of residues. Formally, we have
S∗ = {Q | Q is a set of (ir, js),∃r ∈ Ri,∃s ∈ Rj ,∀i, ∀j}.
(41)
We denote this definition of S∗ by S1.
The subproblem is finding out the smallest weight edge
between each pair of residues. A solution to the subprob-
lem will generally look like Figure 3. The size of S1 is
exponential to the original solution space, but each sub-
problem can be solved within O(n) time.
We can also define S∗ to be the set of paths that starts
from node ir and arrives at the same node by a sequence
of edges connecting each pair of residues as illustrated by
Figure 4. A column generated this way is a feasible solu-
tion to the GMEC problem only if the number of visited
rotamers at each residue is one. We denote S∗ defined this
Fig. 3. A set of minimum weight edges
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Fig. 4. Path starting from rotamer 2 of residue 1 and arriving at the
same rotamer
way as S2.
The size of S2 is approximately the square root of the
size of S1. In this case, the subproblem becomes the short-
est path problem if we replicate a residue together with its
rotamers and add them to the path every time the residue
is visited. Figure 5 shows how we can view the graph to
apply the shortest path algorithm. The subproblem is less
simple than the case S∗ = S1, but we can efficiently gen-
erate multiple columns at a time if we use the k-shortest
path algorithm.
The inherent hardness of the combinatorial optimization
problem is independent of the base ILP formulation or the
decomposition scheme used in the branch-and-price algo-
rithm. Therefore, the decomposition can be regarded as
the design of the balance point between the size of S∗ and
the hardness of the subproblem.
The size of S2 is huge because more than one rotamer
can be chosen from every residue on the path but the first.
To make the column generation more efficient, we can try
fixing several residues’ rotamers on the path as we do for
the first residue.
Based on the idea of partitioning a feasible solution, or
a maximum clique into small cliques, the third decomposi-
res 1 res 2 res 3 res 4 res 5 res 1' res 3' res 5' res 2' res 4' res 1"
Fig. 5. An elongated graph to calculate shortest paths
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Fig. 6. Fragmentation of the maximum clique
tion we consider is to define S3 as a set of cliques. Figure 6
illustrates this method. A maximum clique consisting of
five nodes is fragmented into two three-node cliques com-
posed of nodes 12,33,53 and nodes 12,43,53 respectively.
To complete the maximum clique, four edges represented
by dashed lines are added (an edge can be also regarded
as a clique of two nodes.)
The branch-and-price formulation for this decomposi-
tion differs from (37) – (40) in that (39) and (40) are not
necessary. All the assembly of small cliques are done by
(38) and it is possible we obtain an integral solution when
(37) – (38) has a fractional optimal solution from LP re-
laxation. Therefore, the branching is also determined by
examining the integrality of original variables, x of (30) –
(32).
The size of S3 is obviously smaller than those of S1
and S2. If we let n be the number of residues, and m
be the maximum number of rotamers for one residue, the
size of S2 is O(m
n(n−1)
2 ). In comparison, the size of S3 is
O((m+1)n).
The subproblem turns out to be the minimum edge-
weighted clique problem (MEWCP), which is an NP-hard
optimization problem. Macambira and de Souza [20] have
investigated the MEWCP with polyhedral techniques, and
there is also an Lagrangean relaxation approach to the
problem by Hunting et al. [19]. However, it is more ef-
ficient to solve the subproblem by heuristics and to use
the analytical techniques only if heuristics fail to find any
new column.
On the other hand, there exists a pitfall in application
of this decomposition; by generating edges as columns, we
may end up with a basis for the LP relaxation of the
base formulation. To obtain a better lower bound, we
need to find a basis that better approximates the con-
vex hull of integral feasible points than that of the LP
relaxed base formulation. However, by generating edges as
columns necessary to connect the small cliques, the column
generation will possibly converge only after exploring the
edge columns. One easily conceivable remedy is generating
only cliques with at least three nodes, but it is a question
whether this is a better decomposition scheme in practice
than, say, S∗ = S2.
The LP or ILP formulations often involve a large number of
variables and constraints. Considering that the necessary
number of variables is roughly at least the square of the
total number of rotamers, LP or ILP based methods are
infeasible when the problem size grows very large without
the support of enormous computing power.
IV. Results and discussions
A. Probabilistic inference
We tested our simple implementation of the max-
product (MP) algorithm of Section A.2 on several GMEC
problem instances. Since MP is relatively fast and con-
verges for most cases, we were able to carry out fairly large
side-chain placements as well as some sequence design. All
tests were performed on a Debian workstation with a 2.20
GHz Intel Xeon processor and 1 GBytes of memory; the
program was written in C and compiled by the GNU com-
piler, gcc.
A.1 Side-chain placement
The initial protein test set for the side-chain placement
is presented in Table I. Each test case is distinguished
by the protein’s PDB code and the number of residues
modeled. For simplicity from now on, we will call each
test case by combining the PDB code and the number of
residues modeled, for example 256b-50. Note that all the
energy calculations for 1bpi, 1amm, 256b, 1arb were done
using the same rotamer library (call it LIB1), and the test
cases of 2end and 1i1q were generated using a different
library (call it LIB2). LIB2 consists of denser samples of
side-chain torsion angles, and therefore have a larger num-
ber of rotamers for each amino acid than LIB1. We know
the optimal value of each test case using one or more of
the CPLEX optimizers, and Altman’s DEE/A∗ implemen-
tation [25]. We have very large optimal values for some
cases of 1amm and 1arb. We believe this results from the
clash between rotamers, which might happen because of
the non-ideal characteristics of the rotamer library that
does not always represent the actual conformation of a
side-chain very well. We, however, included, the cases in
our test to see whether the characteristics of the rotamer
library affects the performance of the methods.
For reference, we included the time taken to solve each
test case by different solvers. We used the IP solver
(CPLEX MIP Optimizer) only if we could not obtain inte-
gral solutions using the LP solver (CPLEX LP Optimizer).
For example, in the cases of 256b-70 and 256b-80, the op-
timal solutions of the LP relaxation are fractional. On the
other hand, for 2end-35, 2end-40, and 2end-49, the LP
solver broke down because of the system’s limited mem-
ory. The IP solver is not expected to handle these cases
considering the greater computational requirements to find
integral solutions. Altman’s DEE/A∗ implementation was
much faster than the other two solvers in all test cases of
Table I.
The test result for MP are also shown in Table I. No-
ticeably, MP outperforms LP/IP and calculates optimal
solutions for all test cases but two of 256b. An interest-
TABLE I
Protein test set for side-chain placement (optimal: optimal
energy, TLP : LP/IP solver time (formulation F1) in sec,
TDEE : DEE/A
∗ time in sec, TMP : MP time in sec, symbol ∗ :
failed, symbol F : fractional LP solution, symbol ! : MP did
not converge).
protein #res optimal TLP TDEE TMP
1bpi 10 -75.37721 0 0 0
15 -57.13359 0 0 0
20 -75.87743 0 0 0
25 -93.65443 2 0 0
46 -205.52529 30 1 1
1amm 10 -62.64278 0 0 0
15 -134.63023 0 0 0
20 -167.31388 1 0 0
25 138.61011 0 0 0
70 238.12890 44 1 8
80 17222.13193 100 2 10
256b 10 -110.18409 0 0 0
15 -116.81010 0 0 1
20 -209.37536 1 0 0
25 -242.85081 2 0 0
30 -285.57884 3 0 0
35 -352.56265 8 0 1
40 -379.45106 10 0 1
50 -459.25473 26 1 3
60 -564.94275 62 1 12
70 -633.09146 F 170 3 ! 17
80 -626.06002 F 974 11 ! 61
1arb 10 -65.10481 0 0 0
20 -128.35604 0 0 0
30 999715.70565 0 0 0
78 -460.69454 23 0 8
2end 15 -182.56152 30 2 2
25 -285.07644 286 6 13
35 -347.29088 ∗ 27 92
40 -402.92974 ∗ 30 106
49 -540.60516 ∗ 46 224
1i1q 7 -81.23579 0 0 0
11 -172.50967 2 0 0
ing point is that MP failed only for the cases where LP
relaxation does not have integral solutions ( 256b-70 er-
ror 0.33407, 256b-80 error 0.11505 ) but we do not yet
understand whether there exists more general connection
between the two methods2
Considering speed and the accuracy of the prediction,
MP appears to be an alternative to DEE/A∗ in the side-
chain placement. To have a better comparison of the MP
and DEE/A∗, we tested MP and DEE/A∗ on larger cases
of side-chain placement. We generated the test cases con-
sisting of 35 ∼ 60 residues using LIB2. The length of the
modeled protein sequences are around the average of those
in Table I, but have more rotamer coformations. The re-
sults for these test cases are presented in Table II.
The table shows that MP found the optimal values
for all the cases where DEE/A∗ was succesful. However,
DEE/A∗ failed on two cases during the A∗ search due to
exhausting the available memory. The failure during the
A∗ search implies that DEE’s elimination was not effective
enough to make the A∗’s job doable. MP was able to find
2 Throughout our entire experiments including those not presented
here, we did not observe any other protein energy example that had
fractional solution in LP relaxation.
TABLE II
Performance comparison of MP and DEE/A∗ on side-chain
placement (EDEE : solution value from DEE/A
∗, EMP :
solution value from MP, TDEE : time for DEE/A
∗ in
seconds, TMP : time for MP in seconds, symbol = : same
energy, symbol ∗ : DEE failed, symbol ? : unknown energy,
symbol ! : MP did not converge).
protein #res EDEE EMP TDEE TMP
1cbn 35 999802.90413 = 14 107
1isu 49 -329.62462 = 875 1679
1igd 50 -376.93007 = 282 2054
9rnt 50 -391.89270 = 70 463
1whi 50 -450.82517 = 467 2699
1ctj 50 -439.59678 = 162 1117
1aac 50 -549.36958 = 289 2020
1cex 50 -519.22413 = 179 ! 3104
1xnb 60 ? -437.26643 ∗ ! 2350
1plc 60 -331.36163 = 130 2457
2hbg 60 -560.59013 = 646 5500
2ihl 60 ? -527.61321 ∗ 3555
answers for all the cases but it failed to converge properly
on two of the cases and was terminated by an arbitrary
limit on the number of iterations. In these cases, the re-
sult found by MP is less trustworthy. In one of the cases
where MP did not converge we see that it found the opti-
mal value, in the other we do not know the optimal value
since DEE failed for that case.
In terms of running time, it is clear that the DEE/A∗ im-
plementation is substantially more efficient than that of
MP. It remains to be seen whether a more sophisticated
implementation of MP can improve on this.
A.2 Sequence design
Table III shows the protein test set for sequence de-
sign. The optimal solutions were obtained only for three
cases, and the remaining three cases were not solved
through either LP or DEE/A∗. Both CPLEX LP Op-
timizer and Altman’s DEE/A∗ implementation failed in
R15R23, sweet7-NOW, and P2P2prime due to the system’s
limited memory. On the other hand, the LP solver man-
aged to solve 1i1q-design3 after five hours. DEE/A∗
broke down for this case during the A∗ search.
We also used MP to solve these sequence design cases.
The results are summarized in Table III. For all the cases
with known optimal solutions, MP computed the solutions
exactly in extremely short time. In protein design, un-
like the side-chain placement, the measure of accuracy is
usually the fraction of amino acids that are predicted in-
correctly, but MP’s results are correct on all the rotamers.
In the other three extremely large cases of sequence de-
sign whose optimal values are unknown, MP failed to con-
verge properly on two of them but found plausible values
before being stopped due to maximum iteration limit.
It is interesting to see that DEE/A∗ fails in the design
cases whose complexity is not really worse than those of
simple rotamer placement. It seems that DEE/A∗ is more
effective when there are fewer rotamers per residue. MP
seems less susceptible to this problem. We think combin-
TABLE III
The protein test set for sequence design (symbol ? :
unknown optimal value, symbol ∗ : failed, symbol ! : MP did
not converge ).
Case ID optimal EMP TLP TDEE TMP
1i1q-design1 -186.108150 -186.108150 11 2 1
1i1q-design2 -190.791630 -190.791630 616 40 3
1i1q-design3 -194.170360 -194.170360 19522 ∗ 13
R15R23 ? -52.93456 ∗ ∗ ! 157
sweet7-NOW ? -192.417120 ∗ ∗ ! 285
P2P2prime ? -385.134720 ∗ ∗ 767
ing the two approaches, say, by feeding DEE’s incompletely
eliminated output to MP as an input may make a better
scheme than either one separately. This remains for future
work.
B. ILP approach
We performed an experimental comparison of the clas-
sical ILP formulations F1, F2, and F3. The formulations
were implemented in C code using CPLEX Callable Li-
brary. The test cases of 1bpi, 1amm, 1arb, and 256b were
generated using a common rotamer library (called by LIB1
throughout the work), but a denser library (LIB2) was used
to generate test cases of 2end. The choice of modeled pro-
teins followed the work by Voigt et al. [12]. We made sev-
eral cases with different sequence lengths using the same
protein to control the complexity of test cases. The energy
terms were calculated by the CHARM22 script. All exper-
iment was done on a Debian workstation with a 2.20 GHz
Intel Xeon processor and 1 GBytes of memory. We used
both CPLEX LP Optimizer and Mixed Integer Optimizer
to compare the solution time between the formulations.
The results are listed in Table IV.
The result from LP Optimizer tells that F2 is far less
effective in terms of both the lower bounds it provides
and the time needed for the LP Optimizer. F2 obtained
only fractional solutions whereas F1 and F3 solved most
of the cases optimally. F1 and F3 show similar perfor-
mance though F3 is slightly more effective than F1 in LP
relaxation. Since F2 showed inferior performance in LP
relaxation, we measured Mixed Integer Optimizer’s run-
ning time only with F1 and F3. As shown in the last two
columns of Table IV, Mixed Integer Optimizer mostly took
more time for F1 than F3, but no more than a constant fac-
tor as was the case with LP Optimizer.
CPLEX optimizers were able to solve the small- to
medium-sized cases, but using the optimizers only with a
fixed formulation turns out to be not very efficient. On the
other hand, DEE/A∗ is mostly faster than the CPLEX op-
timizers using the classical formulations, which makes the
ILP approach entirely relying on general optimizers look
unattractive. We also observe cases that both F1 and F3
obtain fractional solutions in LP relaxation. Solving large
IP’s usually takes significantly more time than solving cor-
responding LP relaxations. This suggests that we should
explore the possible development of a problem specific IP
TABLE IV
Comparison of three classical formulations (protein: PDB
code, #res: number of modeled residues, LP solution: I -
integral, F - fractional, TLP : time for CPLEX LP
Optimizer, TIP : time for CPLEX MIP Optimizer, symbol – :
skipped, symbol ∗ : failed).
LP solution TLP (sec) TIP (sec)
protein #res F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F3
1bpi 10 I F I 0 1 0 0 0
20 I F I 0 8 1 0 0
25 I F I 2 134 0 3 1
46 I F I 30 6487 14 37 16
1amm 10 I F I 0 0 0 0 0
20 I F I 1 96 0 1 0
70 I F I 44 33989 29 45 48
80 I F I 100 ∗ 69 99 102
1arb 10 I I I 0 0 0 0 0
20 I F I 0 0 0 0 0
30 I F I 0 15 0 1 0
78 I F I 23 10384 21 27 25
256b 30 I – I 3 – 2 6 3
40 I – I 10 – 4 14 6
50 I – I 26 – 12 36 15
60 I – I 62 – 36 87 37
70 F – F 116 – 98 170 112
2end 15 I – I 30 – 35 34 41
25 I – I 286 – 214 343 240
solver that exploits the special structure of the GMEC
problem. As an effort toward this direction, in Section B.4,
we investigated the possible use of the branch-and-price
algorithm based on F1 formulation. However, our prelimi-
nary results in this direction are not yet competitive with
the standard IP solvers and nowhere near as effective as
DEE/A∗ or MP.
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